Spring Project Guidelines

The core of the work, for each of you, is your Personal Myth, on the Archetypal level.  You have explored that through the following:

The “personal mythology map, begun in week one workshop.  You discovered three things which were your directives for the rest if the workshops:  the personal myth, based on your reading of one or both of the Shinoda-Bolen texts; the comfort zone place; the challenge.  These three areas are the basis for the triptych you have been developing through “active imagination”, since week three.

The “guide” you met in week two and have worked with in your dialogues and other ways as  you have worked with the material in your own way.

Personal explorations and insights you have worked with through morning pages and other exercises in The Artist’s Way.

Work with Dr. Forshee on Identity issues and gender focused language.

Active Imagination and Drawing From The Landscape exercises (with the soul cards and your charcoal drawing, in workshop and at home. 

Mask making and Active Imagination.

Creating a triptych using collage and reflection.

Application from each of the assigned texts, as the material mirrors your myth back to you.

You will add to your insights the upcoming work with Authentic Movement and the last guest workshop on The Body As Metaphor.

Our group will present on Tuesday, June 6th, in SEM II B1105. Unless my colleagues decide differently, you will have from 11-1 to present and receive feedback about your work.  This will include setting and striking.  You will present your creative work as a reflection of what you have studied and discovered about Personal Mythology and your deeper understanding of program work for the year.  We will discuss possibilities which include presenting individually; as one group; in your triads or LS groups; with your Monday morning group (triad).  

We will discuss the various ways you might choose to do this when we meet in workshop in week 6.  Bring your masks (external already completed); your triptych; your soul card and any of your in-class or at-home drawings that have inspired your work; your journal. 

Some possibilities to begin thinking about for discussion are Narratives that are based on the Archetypal Myths; Dialogues with Masks; excerpts from the prose, fiction, and poetry we have read; the triptychs and journey maps; ritual gestures and movements; others?

The most important thing to hold is that you are in the process of integrating conscious and unconscious exploration.  This is a valuable part of personal individuation.  The work is happening through exploration of various approaches to Expressive Arts Therapeutic techniques.  Don’t think of it as “completed”.  Think of the gifts you have been offering to yourself and each other and the creative expressions of those gifts which you will be offering to the program at the end of the quarter. 

Here is a helpful “mantra” which I have shared with at least one of the group this quarter.  If you add it to the Four Agreements, it can support everything you are creating  right now:

I release my need to control…
I release my need for acceptance…
I release my need to judge…

        



